In voltage-gated ion channels, the S4 basic residues Our study identifies two S4 residues that interact in a are closer to the cytoplasmic side of the membrane (the highly specific manner with two S5 residues in the "down" 
state and is at least partially surrounded by S1-S3 and of S5 could conceivably be rescued by a second-site S5-S6 (Broomand et segment. Likewise, similar screens of libraries of KAT1 and S4 forming a paddle exposed at the periphery of channels bearing the same semilethal S5 mutation and the channel-far from S5, with S2 between the paddle randomly mutagenized S1-S3 segments would provide and the pore domain-in the down state (Jiang et al., an opportunity of finding experimental support of S5 2003a, 2003b). As to the up state of KvAP, electron mipacking against the S1-S3 transmembrane segments. croscopic analysis suggests that S4 is positioned By constructing both types of libraries for mutant loosely at the channel periphery with its basic residues screens using yeast growth as a positive selection, we exposed to the membrane (Jiang et the screens, the specific mutation needed to suppress To circumvent these difficulties, we employed an althe original S5 semilethal mutation was identified and ternative strategy involving random mutagenesis and a verified by constructing double mutants of the supprespositive growth selection based on the ability of funcsor mutation together with the S5 semilethal mutation tional plant K v channels to rescue the growth of the K al., 2000) and suggests that S5 of the pore domain is in Q, V204E or H210E, along with randomly mutagenized S1-S3 segments or a randomly mutagenized S4 segcontact with another part of the channel.
We mutated these strictly conserved residues in S5 ment. Thus, each set of experiments involved one S5 semilethal mutation screened against a library of S1-to glutamate (E), aspartate (D), or glutamine (Q) and tested whether these mutant channels could support S3 or S4. Channels that acquired compensatory mutations in S1-S3 or S4, thereby suppressing the semileyeast growth on low-K + media. Glutamate substitution of four of these S5 residues (highlighted in Figure 1B) , thal S5 mutations and permitting yeast growth, were isolated (see Table 1 , parts A and B, for screening data). Y193, R197, V204, and H210, as well as glutamine substitution of R197, and aspartate substitution of V204 or Interestingly, the outcome of the screens fell into two distinct categories: constructs with highly specific mu-H210, prevented the mutant channel from rescuing yeast growth on 0.4 mM K + (highly selective) media, tations-recovered repeatedly-that supported more robust yeast growth (class I) and constructs with more whereas these mutant channels were compatible with yeast growth in media containing 100 mM (unselective) diverse mutations that were recovered at much lower frequencies, likely due to weaker yeast growth (class II). or 2 mM K + (selective) ( Figure 1C and data not shown). The ability of these semilethal S5 mutants to support Screening several thousand constructs with mutagenized S1-S3 and a specific S5 semilethal mutation yeast growth in 2 mM K + media indicates that the mutant KAT1 channels are folded and functional to some resulted in less than 0.5% rescued colonies on low-K + media from each individual screen (Table 1 , part A) with extent, since negative controls of KAT1 with insertion of unrelated protein (KAT1-S1-S3-stuffer and KAT1-S4-no clear pattern of second-site suppressor mutations (class II). Despite different overall patterns, many constuffer fusion proteins-see Experimental Procedures) do not support growth on 2 mM K + media (data not structs shared common mutations in S1-S3 irrespecshown). The strong detrimental effect of the semilethal tive of the initial S5 semilethal mutation (see Figure S1 mutation is likely due to compromised interactions of in the Supplemental Data available online). Therefore, the S5 segment with the rest of the channel protein sursome of these S1-S3 mutations have enhanced chanrounding the pore domain, since our model of the KAT1 nel activity in a manner that is not specific to the S5 pore domain predicts that these S5 residues are exsemilethal mutations that they suppressed. posed on the surface of the pore domain ( Figure 1B , Both classes of suppressor mutations were obtained red and yellow). In particular, V204 and H210 are lofrom the S4 mutant library screens. For the S5 semilecated well within the vertical extent of the membrane thals, Y193E and R197Q, the outcome was similar to ( Figure 1B, red) , far from either end of the S5 segment, what we observed with the S1-S3 mutant library screens, with at least seven flanking residues ( Figure 1D) tant must have yielded functional channels on the cell membrane to rescue yeast grown on 2 mM K + , these observations support the notion that the suppression takes place in functional channels on the cell mem-S179N+V204E and M169L+H210E rescued K + transbrane. port-deficient yeast (Figures 2A and 2B ). Unlike the single S5 mutants V204E and H210E, the S179N and M169L single mutations did not impair the ability of Functional Expression of the Double Mutants in Xenopus Oocytes KAT1 channels to rescue mutant yeast (Figures 2A and  2B ), probably due to the more conservative nature of The double mutant of the S5 semilethal mutation together with its specific S4 suppressor yielded greater these S4 mutations. The suppression of the S5 semilethal mutations by these S4 mutations, well within the currents in Xenopus oocytes than the single S5 mutant did, as expected from the greater capacity of the double transmembrane segment ( Figure 2C ), is specific, since the double mutants S179N+H210E and M169L+V204E mutant to rescue yeast growth. Having eliminated the endogenous hyperpolarization-activated chloride currents failed to support yeast growth (Figures 2A and 2B) .
The S4 mutations suppressed the S5 semilethals and cation currents (Kuruma et al., 2000) by using chloride-free solutions for recording and by adding 1 mM without increasing channel protein expression. HAtagged double mutants containing the S4 suppressor Ba 2+ as a channel blocker ( Figure 3A ), we found no detectable currents in oocytes expressing the H210E and the S5 semilethal had comparable or less expression than the HA-tagged S5 semilethal alone (Figure semilethal mutant that failed to rescue yeast grown on 0.5 mM or lower K + media, whereas the single S5 mu-S2). Moreover, epifluorescence microscopy revealed comparable levels of surface expression in yeast extant V204E-which supported yeast growth on 0.5 mM, but not 0.4 mM K + media-generated very low levels of pressing EGFP-tagged S5 semilethal mutant channels or double mutant channels carrying the S5 mutation tocurrents compared to wild-type KAT1 ( Figures 3B and  3C) . Inclusion of the specific S4 suppressor in the gether with its S4 suppressor ( Figure S3 ). All KAT1 constructs tagged with either HA or EGFP gave the same double mutant led to greater currents than those due to the respective S5 semilethal single mutants ( Figure  3C ) (S179N+V204E, V204E, p < 0.001; M169L+H210E, H210E, p < 0.01; Figure 3D ). When the current amplitudes were normalized for total channel protein ( Figure  3D ), four pairwise comparisons revealed that the mutants that rescued yeast growth on 0.4 mM K + yielded more current than those that did not (S179N+V204E, V204E, p < 0.001; M169L+H210E, H210E, p < 0.01; M169L+H210E, V204E, p < 0.02; S179N+V204E, S179N+V204D, p < 0.001; Figure 3E) by first asking whether the same S4 mutation could suppress the semilethal mutation due to substitution of the S5 residue with aspartate rather than glutamate. Interestingly, the S179N mutation of S4 could not suppress the semilethality of V204D ( Figure 4A ) when com-5). The randomized codon was created using a DNA primer containing NNN as the codon for the particular parably expressed ( Figure S2) . Thus, the interaction between the polar asparagine substituting S179 on S4 S4 residue, by mixing equal amounts of the four nucleotides at each of the three positions during primer synand the glutamate semilethal mutation of V204 on S5 is highly sensitive to the side chain length. thesis. We then sequenced a number of mutant constructs from the library without subjecting them first to In an analogous test, we found that the same S4 mutation, M169L, suppressed both H210E and H210D muselection based on yeast growth to verify that all four nucleotides were represented at each of the three positations, so that the double mutants, but not the single S5 mutants, supported yeast growth on 0.4 mM K + metions of that S4 codon. After this extensive screen of libraries with a randomdia ( Figure 4B ) when comparably expressed ( Figure  S2 ). The ability of the leucine substitution for the S4 ized S4 codon at position 179, we came to the surprising conclusion that only S179N can suppress the V204E methionine to enhance the function of mutant KAT1 channels with either glutamate or the smaller aspartate semilethal S5 mutation. From a total of 13 colonies recovered on highly selective media, both asparagine coreplacing the S5 histidine is likely due to hydrophobic interactions involving these side chains within the prodons were represented, but no codons for any other amino acids emerged from the mutant screen (Figure tein, since structural studies have shown that cavities created by shortening a side chain may be partially 5A). Moreover, a similarly exhaustive screen of libraries of KAT1 bearing the V204D rather than V204E semilecompensated for by small movements of surrounding atoms (Eriksson et al., 1992) . thal S5 mutation gave rise to no viable yeast colonies on highly selective media ( Figure 5B ). We further used site-directed mutagenesis to generate the double muThe S4-S5 Interactions Are Specific To further scrutinize the specificity of the interaction tant S179Q+V204D and verified that this double mutant could not rescue yeast on low-K + media (data not between the S5 semilethal mutations and their respective S4 suppressors, we randomized the codon for the shown). Thus, evidently no amino acid at position 179 can accommodate the V204D mutation, further rein-S4 residue at position 179 or 169 in channels carrying either aspartate or glutamate at the semilethal posiforcing the notion that the S179N suppression of V204E is highly specific. tions in S5, position 204 and 210, respectively (Figure The randomized screen of position 169 recovered only leucine as a viable suppressor of the H210D and H210E semilethal mutants. So, while M169L can rescue both H210D and H210E, the interaction between positions 169 and 210 is still highly specific. All possible codons for leucine were represented in ten suppressors of the S5 H210D mutant and 14 suppressors of the H210E mutant ( Figures 5C and 5D ), indicating that leucine at position 169 of the S4 segment is uniquely capable of packing against the S5 segment bearing the H210D or H210E mutation.
Discussion
To understand how the S4 segment of K v channels could function as the voltage sensor by detecting changes in membrane potential and triggering conformational changes of the channel, it is important first to learn how the S4 segment is positioned relative to the rest of the channel protein. The use of yeast growth as a positive selection for the screening of randomly mutagenized K v channels is crucial for identifying specific interactions between transmembrane segments in the absence of a structural guide, because thousands of mutants can be tested in an unbiased way to select for only folded and functional channels at the membrane surface. This approach has allowed us to uncover two highly specific interactions within the membrane-spanning regions of S4 and S5, likely occurring in the down state, since channel opening is required for yeast growth at 2 mM and lower K + concentrations (Figures 6A and 6B) . The fact that mutation of the "lower" (closer to the cytoplasmic side) S4 residue suppressed the "lower" S5 semilethal and mutation of the "higher" (closer to the extracellular side) S4 residue sup- turned out to be in excellent agreement with the crystal structure of a homologous channel, KirBac1.1 (Kuo et al., 2003) . This case highlights that semilethal-secondment, suggesting a close interaction between these two residues. Similarly, both semilethal mutations H210D site suppressor pairs lie on interacting surfaces of neighboring transmembrane helices or that these segand H210E of the S5 segment were suppressed by exactly one mutation of the S4 segment, M169L. We have ments are packed closely enough to transmit suppression through other well-packed residues. It also prodetermined that these second-site suppressions are highly specific by carrying out multiple screens of difvides a concrete example of how such yeast screens of randomly mutagenized channels can reveal accurate ferent libraries of randomly mutagenized S4 residues; in no case were additional suppressors isolated (Table  structural information. Substitution of V204 of the S5 segment with either 1, part C; Figure 5 ). This complete specificity of the interactions between two residues in the middle of the acidic residue aspartate or glutamate reduced KAT1 channel function to such an extent that the mutant S4 segment with two residues in the middle of the S5 segment is highly suggestive of close packing between channel could facilitate the growth of K + transport-deficient mutant yeast on 2 mM but not 0.4 mM K + media. the S4 and S5 segments. It is worth noting that other residues in the vicinity of the pair of S5 semilethal and The semilethal mutation V204E, but not V204D, was suppressed only by the S179N mutation in the S4 seg-S4 suppressor mutation likely participate in polar and hydrophobic interactions, as a side chain within a proresidues located within the vertical extent of the membrane provide strong evidence that the voltage sensor tein typically interacts with parts of multiple side chains. Nonetheless, the highly specific interactions between packs against the pore domain. In the only high-resolution structure of a K v channel (Jiang et al., 2003a, S4 and S5 residues within these transmembrane segments lend strong support to the notion that the S4 2003b), the S4 segment packs only against S3b and is separate from the pore domain. It is difficult to reconvoltage sensor packs against the pore domain.
Notably, the choice of semilethal S5 mutations that cile this structure, or the models based on this structure ( The strategy of identifying specific second-site supsuppressed a particular S5 semilethal and several mutations suppressed more than one S5 semilethal (see pressors as reported in this study provides an unbiased paradigm to assess the proximity of transmembrane Figure S1 ). This is in contrast to the highly specific class I suppressors in S4, where each mutation uniquely comsegments of K v channels in a biological system. Using this approach, we have uncovered specific interactions pensates the detrimental effect of a particular S5 semilethal at position V204 or H210. Careful studies on globover a large span of S4 and S5 suggesting that these two segments are in close proximity. Whether and how ular proteins reinforce the notion that two regions of a protein in close apposition have stronger interactions S1-S3 might pack against S4 is another question that could potentially be addressed in future studies emthan do two regions that are distant from each other (LiCata and Ackers, 1995; Schreiber and Fersht, 1995;  ploying yeast mutant screens. It is important to stress here the difference between S4 movement during volt- Wells, 1990 ). This observation indicates that the class I suppressors are in close contact with the semilethal age gating of K v channels on the cell membrane and membrane insertion of S4 in the endoplasmic reticumutation, while class II mutations involve more distant allosteric interactions so that specific information about lum, a process that takes much longer and critically depends on the context-the hydrophobic segments the chemistry of the substituted amino acid is lost as it is elastically transmitted through the protein to the that precede S4, the translocon, and probably chaperones as well ( 
